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A refreshing citrus cocktail with

Asbach Brandy has a playful affair

Schladerer Pear Schnapps, which

with cinnamon and ginger in this

provides a nice tart finish.

German twist on an American classic.
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The classic German specialty of

Jagermeister and Amaretto

Blackberry liqueur infused with an

provide a nutty, German spin on a

explosion of fruit and citrus Vodka.

delicious root beer float.
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Blueberries and apples meet Red

Everyone's favorite Moscow Mule

Wein and Schonauer Apfel Schnaps

with a German twist. Made with

to make a refreshing fruity sangria.

Kleiner Feigling Fig Vodka.
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This smokey, horseradish infused

Cucumbers and mint muddled

bloody is the perfect German

with honey dew, lime, tequila and

breakfast drink. Served with a

ginger ale. Its a German fiesta of

Rauchbier chaser, a Bamburg

flavor.

specialty.

In Germany, the word Schnaps refers to clear alcoholic beverages distilled
from fermented cereals, roots or fruits. German Schnaps has no sugar or
flavoring added. Schnaps is similar in flavour and consistency to vodka, with
light fruit flavours, depending on the base material. The alcohol content is
usually around 40% by volume. Traditionally, schnaps is served ice-cold in
shots as part of a meal. Across Germany, it’s drunk neat, quickly and generally
with a toast.
Choose from: Pear, Cherry, Raspberry or Blackberry - Shot $7 - Neat $9

Asbach Uralt Brandy
Alfred Schladerer-Birne (Pear)
Alfred Schladerer-Kirschwasser
Alfred Schladerer-Himbeergeist (Raspberry)
Barenjager Honey Liqueur
Bismarck Vodka
Echte Kroatzbeere (Blackberry)
Goldwasser Danzig Liqueur
Jagermeister
Kleiner Feigling Fig Vodka
Schonauer Apfel
Stroh 160 Spiced Rum (Product of Austria)
Underberg Herbal Digestive

The traditional coffee cocktail of
Rhine, Germany, Made with Asbach
Brandy, coffee and Bavarian creme.

Available in: Lemon
Cherry
Strawberry
Grapefruit
*Seasonal flavor
Radler means "cyclist" in
German. This beverage was
invented to hydrate the cyclists,
without getting too drunk. This
creation is the equivalent to an
English shandy.

